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**WARRANTY**

The Wedge Clamp Anchoring and Measuring Systems are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of five years from the date of original retail purchase. Wedge Clamp Eze Roller and Monocoque Pulling Towers plus tool board accessories are warranted for one year from date of original purchase. Products not manufactured by Wedge Clamp will carry their manufacturer's warranty which may be less.

The Wedge Clamp warranty is expressly limited to persons who purchase Wedge Clamp products or parts for use in the ordinary course of the buyer's business. This warranty does not apply to any product which has been abused, worn out, over loaded, improperly maintained, heated, ground or otherwise altered, used for a purpose other than that for which it was intended, used in a manner inconsistent with any instructions regarding its use, or if any Wedge Clamp serial number has been removed or defaced, or if it has been purchased from an unauthorized person or dealer.

If any part of the Wedge Clamp Anchoring or Measuring System is found to be defective by Wedge Clamp, in its sole judgement, Wedge Clamp will, at its option, either repair or replace such defective product or part provided the product is returned during the warranty period with proof of purchase date. Warranty claim items should be sent prepaid to the nearest authorized Wedge Clamp dealer within the country of original retail purchase. Please attach your name, address, telephone number, a description of the problem and a copy of a bill of sale with the appropriate Wedge Clamp serial numbers as proof of date of original retail purchase, to each product returned for warranty service.

Liability under this guarantee is limited specifically to repair and/or replacement of parts at the option of Wedge Clamp. This remedy shall be the sole and exclusive remedy available for any defects in the products or parts manufactured and sold by Wedge Clamp or for any damages resulting from any other cause whatsoever, including without limitation Wedge Clamp's negligence. Wedge Clamp shall not in any event be liable to any buyer for consequential or incidental damages of any kind, whether for defective or non-conforming goods, negligence, on the basis of strict liability or for any other reason. This warranty is exclusive, and no agent, employee or representative of Wedge Clamp has any authority to bind Wedge Clamp to any affirmation, representation or warranty concerning Wedge Clamp products or parts, except as stated herein.

Patented in Canada, U.S.A., Europe, Japan, Australia issued and pending

Due to our commitment to quality and service, product specifications, package components and descriptions contained in this catalog may change without notice.
Wedge Clamp’s Anchoring Systems were developed to meet the demands of production shops while maximizing the use of available floor space. They have been specifically designed to increase shop efficiency by allowing technicians to complete all structural repairs and finishing sheet metal work in a single repair bay. Whether a shop is large or small, Wedge Clamp have proven themselves worldwide to be the leading choice for increased shop productivity.

22000 EZE TIE DOWN SYSTEM

The EZE Tie Down System has been designed to do light pulls and panel pulls. It is ideal for quick pulls on radiator supports, sheet metal alignments, door posts, etc. The EZE Tie Down System was specifically developed to meet the demands of autobody shops for an “Express” production bay. This system has been specifically designed to increase shop productivity, job quality and technician efficiency. The technician can complete light repairs and finishing metal work in a single bay area, in the shortest time possible.

System Includes:

- 4 – 22049 EZE Tie Down Anchoring Towers
- 4 – 22029 EZE Tie Down Sill Clamps
- 4 – 22026 Crossbar Lock Plates
- 12 – 20060 Wedges
- 4 – 22040 Rail Dogs
- 2 – 17103 80” Anchoring Bars
- 2 – 17851 Anchoring Rails Bevelled and 1 1/2 slotted (Not shown)

(System without anchoring rails #22100)

How It Works!

1. Center vehicle between Anchoring Rails. Install the EZE Tie-Down Sill Clamps at the front and rear torque box areas of the vehicle.
2. Slide Anchoring Bars through EZE Tie Down Sill Clamps. Make sure Anchoring Bars are centered. Insert Wedges into EZE Tie Down Sill Clamps. Secure using a 3 lb. hammer.
3. Slide Rail Dogs into place on Anchoring Rails (front and rear).
4. Place EZE Tie Down Anchoring Towers over Rail Dogs and slide Anchoring Towers up to Anchoring Bars.
5. Insert Crossbar Lock Plate through EZE Tie Down Anchoring Towers and over Anchoring Bars.
6. Drive Wedges into Crossbar Lock Plate and EZE Tie Down Anchoring Towers.

You’re ready-to-go.
92400 CHAINLESS ANCHORING SYSTEM

The Chainless Anchoring System anchors to compact rails mounted either on top of the floor or embedded flush into the concrete. The low-weight aluminum stands allow effortless set up. (shown with 19000 Pivot Measuring System)

System Includes:
1 – 17000 Sill Clamp Set, set of 4
1 – 17100 Anchoring Bar Set, set of 4
   2 x 72 in. (1828 mm) bars (17100A)
   2 x 80 in. (2032 mm) bars (17100C)
4 – 17600 Chainless Anchoring Stand
2 – 17704 Surface Mounting Anchor Bolt Set
2 – 17851 Rail, Bevelled and 1 1/2 Slotted
1 – 17011 Instruction Manual

Chainless Anchoring System mounted on Optional Wall Rack (#10050).

92300 CHAIN ANCHORING SYSTEM

The Chain Anchoring System adapts to most existing floor pot and rail configurations. This system includes the six chain cinches and the additional chains to allow easy upgrading to Wedge Clamp’s Full Frame Kit for anchoring larger trucks. The anchoring stands feature two height setting options.

System Includes:
1 – 17000 Sill Clamp Set, set of 4
1 – 17100 Anchoring Bar Set, set of 4
   2 x 72 in. (1828 mm) bars (17100A)
   2 x 80 in. (2032 mm) bars (17100C)
1 – 17200 Cinch Set, set of 6
1 – 17300 Floor Anchor Pot, set of 6
1 – 17400 Chain Stand Set, set of 4
1 – 17500 Chain Anchoring Set
1 – 17010 Instruction Manual

Chain Anchoring System mounted on Optional Wall Rack (#10050).
How fast can you handle a full size truck or SUV?

As Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs) and full size trucks become more prevalent on today’s roads, our commitment to product improvement has focused on size as well as time. Wedge Clamp is the best solution when you need a Full Frame Anchoring System! Wedge Clamp can accommodate larger full frame vehicles, vastly improving productivity during damage assessment and repair. Only the Wedge Clamp System uses a unique, patented universal 2-axis swivel clamp that is more adaptable to vehicle frame configurations. This means you will be able to set-up quicker and use fewer adapters and parts. It is specifically designed so that it is lightweight, yet strong as a result of the solid box frame that is formed underneath the vehicle. It is also very versatile—the Wedge Clamp Full Frame Anchoring System can be mounted on the floor or on a frame rack and it can be used in combination with a mid-rise lift.
All Anchoring Adapters operate with the standard Wedge Clamp pinchweld clamp to provide secure four-point anchoring for most unibody and frame vehicles. See Anchoring Adapter application charts (page 7) for specific vehicle applications.

**Honda Adapter Kit #15150**

**BMW/Corvette Adapter Kit #15020**
Set of four. Adjustable anchoring pins and side jackhole pins allow anchoring of BMW and Corvette models (with or without jack tubes).

**Mercedes Adapter Kit #15220**
Set of four. Adjustable anchoring pins and side jackhole pins allow anchoring of Mercedes models (with or without jack tubes).

**Wide Body Adapter Kit #15000**
Set of four brackets allow anchoring of vehicles with a pinchweld spacing up to 77 in.* (1956 mm). Anchors very wide vehicles such as GM's Astro Van and Ford's Aerostar. *Note: When Anchor rails are spaced 72 in apart.

**Angle Pinchweld Adapter Kit #17013**
Set of four fit to each Wedge Clamp jaw. Allows anchoring of angled pinchwelds.

**Montana/Venture Adapter Kit #15600**
Set of two. Anchors Montana/Venture and Transport van models at factory recommended mounting points.

**Renault Adapter Kit #15050**
Set of two front and two rear adapters to anchor Renault models.

**Rack Adapter #93050**
Adapts frame racks with 3 1/2” posts to Wedge Clamp System.

**Chart Rack Adapter #93060**
Adapts Chart System to Wedge Clamp System.

Additional Adapters available for Blackhawk, Continental, Korek (not shown)
The Pivot Measuring System is changing the way the autobody industry does business.

With patent awards worldwide this unique system has proven to increase productivity in thousands of shops. For the first time, a three-dimensional measuring system so simple, so affordable that you can equip every technician with one. It can be used independently as a damage appraisal system, or together with your straightening equipment during a repair.

The Pivot Measuring System uses a patented rotating/telescoping action to access the entire vehicle from a single mounting point. The system is easily moved clear of the repair area or to measure other points. The pointers mount on a cross-scale which can reach any part of the vehicle from multiple angles.

The Pivot Measuring System can be used alone in repairs, or by adding the Length and Height Accessory making three dimensional spec book measurements anywhere on the vehicle. Fewer pieces to assemble means that set up is faster and easier.

Accuracy is assured beyond question because the system remains mounted to the vehicle throughout the repair process. The system self-confirms that its calibration is correct, and automatically eliminates factory build-tolerance in the vehicle. Versatile mounting bracket makes damage assessment fast and easy whether the vehicle is on or off your straightening equipment.

#19100 Pivot Measuring System - 9 in (229 mm) wider version
**15400 LENGTH & HEIGHT ACCESSORY**

The length and height accessory is used with the Pivot Measuring System to give you three-dimensional spec book measuring anywhere on the vehicle. This system is especially useful in repairs of heavy hit vehicles where large sections are being repaired or replaced.

![Image of length and height accessory](image1)
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**15500 PIVOT MOUNTING KIT**

Allows universal mounting Pivot Measuring System and Length & Height Accessories to any vehicle. Mounts to pinchwelds or to any set of flanges on the vehicle. Includes storage tool-board.

![Image of pivot mounting kit](image2)

---

**24000 PIVOT QUICK MOUNT KIT**

The Pivot Quick Mount Kit mounts the Pivot Measuring System on any vehicle pinchweld or set of flanges. The kit comes with a carrying case.

![Image of pivot quick mount kit](image3)
PULLING TOWER SYSTEMS

Features independent pulling towers that give you fingertip mobility for fast pull adjustment. Make double pulls with ease and accuracy. Hydraulic pressure gauges eliminate “overpull”.

13000 EZE ROLLER PULLING TOWER

The EZE Roller Pulling Tower combines ease of use with rugged durability. The EZE Roller can be used with floor pot anchoring and rail anchoring layouts. Allows two independent pulls to be made simultaneously. Pull height ranges from 10 in. (254 mm) above ground to 7 ft. (2.13 m) with a turn of the crank. A high performance pulling unit for productive straightening.

- Full 10 ton pull capacity provided with fast action air/hydraulic pump.
- Pull pressure gauge monitors pull force and stress release.
- 20 in. (508 mm) continuous pulling stroke on a single chain.
- Dual independent pull capabilities provided by chain lockout forks.
- Spring loaded hydraulics for fast, automatic ram retraction.
- Pull heights from 10 in. (254 mm) above ground up to 7 ft. (2.13 m) pull height.
- Hand crank adjusts pull height with less operator effort and increased safety.
- Nylon strap supports ram carriage and will not fray as with metal cables.
- Spring loaded caster wheels allow finger-tip mobility for fast setup of pulls and easier storage. Wheels retract during pulling to prevent wheel damage.
- Tie-down chain and hook — EZE Roller comes complete with all necessary accessories.
- Epoxy powder-coat and tough zinc plating assures lasting finish.
- Safety strap helps protect operator in the event of a clamp letting go.
- Special grade 80 alloy pulling chain insures great strength, durability and safety.
- Claw hook allows versatile clamp attachments.
- Chain lockout forks allow double independent pulls and locking of one pull while a second pull continues.
- Top quality hydraulic pump, hose and ram carry full manufacturer's warranty.
- Accessory basket conveniently carries hydraulic pump, clamps and accessories.
- 7 ft. (2.13 m) pull height capability for pulls on roof areas and trucks.

Pressure gauge accurately monitors pull force and stress relief as you work the metal.

Available with optional remote control. Control separate pulling towers with single remote for double independent pulls.

EZE Roller Pulling Tower is also available in a 10’ (3.05 m) pull height capability version, #13100. All specifications are the same as #13000.
The Monocoque Tower is a compact pulling unit designed for floor rail anchoring. This unit requires only 29 in. (737 mm) of floor space inward from the anchoring rail and leaves plenty of room for working in narrow repair bays. The Monocoque Tower allows two independent pulls to be made simultaneously at heights ranging from 5 in. (127 mm) above floor level to a 6 ft 6 in (1.98 m) pull height.

1 Full 15 ton pull capacity provided with fast action air/hydraulic pump.
2 Spring loaded swivelling caster wheels for mobility, fast pulling setup and self centering. Wheels retract during pulling to prevent wheel damage.

• Pull pressure gauge monitors pull force and stress release.
• 20 in. (508 mm) continuous pull stroke on a single pull.
• Continuous pulling without releasing pull pressure provided by chain lockout forks.
• Dual independent pull capabilities provided by chain lockout forks.
• Spring loaded hydraulics for fast, automaticram retraction.
• Pull heights from 10 in. (254 mm) above ground up to 6 ft 6 in. (1.98 m) pull height.
• Aluminum pulleys make pull height adjustment easy.
• Rear caster wheel allows finger-tip mobility for fast setup of pulls and easier storage.
• Spring loaded feature allows tower to adjust to flush-mounted or above ground rails.
• Rail Tie-down allows tower to pull at angles to floor rail.
• Tough zinc plating assures lasting finish.
• Pulling chain in high-strength grade 80 alloy. Claw hook allows versatile clamp attachments.
• Chain lockout forks allow double independent pulls and locking of one pull while a second pull continues.
• Top quality hydraulic pump, hose and ram carry full manufacturer’s warranty.
• Accessory basket conveniently carries hydraulic pump, clamps and accessories.
• 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m) pull height capability for pulls on roof areas and trucks.

The Engine Lift Accessory allows vertical pulling or lifting using the tower’s hydraulics. Provides 5 ft. (1.52 m) of horizontal reach beyond the tower.

An optional back brace joins two Monocoque Towers together allowing additional pulls to be made between the towers.

1 6 ft. (1.83 m) Bracing Beam
2 Mounting Brackets
2 Pulling Brackets
4 Locking Wedges
1 5 ft. (1.524 mm) Lifting Beam with Support Chain and Lock
1 5 ft. (1.524 mm) Plated Alloy 5/6" Support and Chain
2 Chain Pulleys

The Engine Lift Accessory #20500
Back Brace #20600
# Mobility Wheel Set
**#10200**
The Mobility Wheel Set is unique to Wedge Clamp. A disabled vehicle can be moved while still mounted on the anchoring system by attaching the Mobility Wheels onto the anchor bars.

# Celette Adapter
**#11085**
Set of two brackets allows mounting of #19000 / #19100 Pivot Measuring System to popular bench systems.

# Car Bench Adapter
**#15750**
Set of two brackets allows mounting of #19000 / #19100 Pivot Measuring System to popular bench systems.

# Chain Cinch
**#14305**
Chain tightener that works with an air impact wrench to remove chain slack in seconds.

# Floor Anchoring Rail
**#17XXX**
The Wedge Clamp aluminum anchoring rail gives you unobtrusive, secure anchoring. Easy to clean out and won’t corrode. Length: 7 ft. (2.13m)

# Anchoring Rail Clean Out
**#17703**
Allows easy clean out for flush mounted anchoring rails with square ends. For rails with bevelled ends (#17902)

# Pot Press Kit
**#17350**
Tensions Floor Pots into concrete floor. Also removes pots.

# Square Rail Clean Out
**#17703**

# Chain Cinch
**#14305**

# Chain Cinch
**#14305**

# High Lift Floor Jack
**#14852**
Rapid lift, lightweight and sturdy. Low pick-up point 5 in. (127 mm), high lifting point 30½ in. (775 mm) 4000lbs (1818kg) capability. Available on request: #14850 3000lbs High Lift Jack

# Claw Hook Assembly
**#09067**
Comes with nut and bolt for 3/8” chain. Use as an accessory with draw bars on chain.

# GM “R” Hook
**#14026**
3/8” chain 11” overall length.

# Ford “T” Hook
**#14027**
3/8” chain 12” overall length.
1/2” Screw Pin Shackle #14102
This Pin Shackle comes with a triangle.

Double Looper #14110
This Double Looper comes with two single claws and a triangle for centre pulls. Grabs bumpers or panels.

Hole Plug #14116
4-way anchoring tool for unlimited body and frame hook-up in existing holes. Attaches directly to 3/8” chain.

Double Looper #14110
This Double Looper comes with two single claws and a triangle for centre pulls. Grabs bumpers or panels.

Hole Plug #14116
4-way anchoring tool for unlimited body and frame hook-up in existing holes. Attaches directly to 3/8” chain.

Strut Tower Multi-Adapter #14404
For a wide variety of strut towers. Fast hook-up and pulling in any direction. Allows measurements with tram gauges.

Nylon Sling #14411
Protects areas where chain may damage structure. In 30” and 60” lengths.

Double Claw Hook #14503
For use with 3/8” chain as a chain shortener, chain connector or double hook.

Unibody Clamp #14504
Deep throat to fit over flanges. Removable pull rings.

Fast Clamp #14505
Heavy duty, self-tightening clamp with tooth design for strong grip with minimal metal distortion.

B Clamp #18000
2 1/4” wide by 1” deep grip. Self-tightening, ideal for hard pulls on heavy metal or frame.

Dyno-Mo W Clamp #18004
2 1/4” wide by 1 3/4” deep grip. Self-tightening, wider tooth surface to grab more thin metal without tearing.

W Clamp #18005
4 1/4” wide by 1” deep grip. Self-tightening. The super clamp for tough jobs, ultra wide gripping surface.

Mini Spring Clamp #18007
1 1/2” wide by 3/4” deep grip. Spring loaded for easy opening. For light sheet metal in tight places.

ADDITIONAL CLAMPS AVAILABLE (BUT NOT SHOWN)
Mini Bite #18008
1 3/4" wide by 1" deep grip. This Mini Bite Clamp also comes with a pull ring.

Mini C Clamp #18009
1 1/2" wide by 3/4" deep grip. Self-tightening. Butts against panels where only narrow bite is available.

Sill Hook #18014
2 1/2" wide by 1" deep grip. For quick pulls anywhere.

Versa Hook #18015
2 1/2" wide by 1" deep grip. Use as pulling device for rocker panels, door posts, windshield posts etc.

Angle Bite Clamp #18016
2 1/2" wide grip. Self-tightening, self-cleaning with gator tooth design and 45° head for hard to-pull areas.

Track Hook #18018
Quick tie-down for track systems or back anchoring on frame racks. Can be used for pulling damaged areas, or for chain shortening or lengthening. Use slot for 3/8" chain hook-up.

Multi Angle Clamp #18019
3 3/4" wide by 3/4" deep grip. For pulling from any direction within a 180° arc. Pull plate makes two-way pulling faster and easier.

Jumbo Deep Hook Set #18021
10" throat depth with a 15" opening.

Numerous Angle Puller #18022
Use with 3/8" chain to pull from any angle. Put the bolt through a ½" hole to pull. Use with #14404 Multi-Adapter Plate.

Frame Rack Clamps #18031
Two pair jaws with a 12" draw bar, one side pull bracket, shackle and oval loop.

Tight Opening Clamp #18052
1 1/2" wide by 1/2" deep grip. For support and upper sheet metal areas where other clamps can't reach. Perfect for small pick-up frame rails.

Nylon Sling with Metal triangles #18053
Protects metal finishes from scratches and damage.

ADDITIONAL CLAMPS AVAILABLE (BUT NOT SHOWN)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>3-Way Pull Clamp</strong> #18060</th>
<th><strong>Frame Rack Unibody Clamp</strong> #18062</th>
<th><strong>Sheet Metal Hooks</strong> #18064</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Includes oval loop. Recessed pockets to hold bolts for easy tightening. | Two pair of jaws with 12” draw bar with shackle and oval loop. | Small Flat Nose #14113  
Small Round Nose #14142  
Large Flat Nose #14112  
Large Round Nose #14141 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Junior Clamp</strong> #18068</th>
<th><strong>Narrow Draw Bar</strong> #18076</th>
<th><strong>Finger Hook</strong> #18088</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-tightening, thin-edged nose for hard-to-reach places.</td>
<td>Comes with a single claw 2 1/2” wide bar.</td>
<td>Use with 3/8” chain for quick pulls on openings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Downpull Attachment</strong> #18093</th>
<th><strong>Narrow Rail Clamp</strong> #18200</th>
<th><strong>Wide Rail Clamp</strong> #18300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For downward pulls on frame racks or floor systems.</td>
<td>Anchors chain to aluminum rails on Wedge Clamp System.</td>
<td>Anchors chain to various steel rail systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lip Grip</strong> #18402</th>
<th><strong>Box Clamp</strong> #18404</th>
<th><strong>JR Clamp</strong> #18409</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use as sandwich clamp on quarter panels or floor sections. Side pull bracket adds 90° angle for two directional pulling.</td>
<td>Use to reach around flanges and other obstructions to grip hard-to-reach surfaces. Heat-treated jaws with aggressive tooth design for hard pulling power.</td>
<td>Self-tightening, basic must-have clamp with 1 1/2” wide bite for aggressive pulling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Description</td>
<td>Model Number</td>
<td>Specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Clamp</td>
<td>#18414</td>
<td>5 ton spring-loaded clamp with pivoting heads for secure grip on uneven surfaces. Heat-treated jaw casting for longevity and replaceable teeth. Also available in 3 ton and 7 ton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-angle Clamp</td>
<td>#18457</td>
<td>6 ton, self-tightening 120 deg swivel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Pull Bracket</td>
<td>#18458</td>
<td>4 1/4&quot; length by 2 5/8&quot; wide grip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-angle Clamp</td>
<td>#18457</td>
<td>6 ton, self-tightening 120 deg swivel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Pull Bracket</td>
<td>#18458</td>
<td>4 1/4&quot; length by 2 5/8&quot; wide grip.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulling Hook</td>
<td>#18459</td>
<td>8 ton, 14 1/2&quot; throat opening. Use with #18460 extension or #18473 McPherson Set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulling Hook Extension</td>
<td>#18460</td>
<td>9&quot; overall length, 5&quot; pulling surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Jaw Clamp</td>
<td>#18462</td>
<td>8 ton Large 9&quot; length with 1&quot; opening. (Available in Small 7&quot; length with 1 1/2&quot; opening #18463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inline Slider Clamp</td>
<td>#18464</td>
<td>7 1/2&quot; Self-tightening for lateral pulls with 2 1/2&quot; slider opening.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich Clamp</td>
<td>#18465</td>
<td>8 1/2&quot; overall length with 3 1/2&quot; by 2 3/8&quot; wide gripping surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Pull Edge Clamp</td>
<td>#18466</td>
<td>8 1/2&quot; length by 2&quot; wide grip with shackle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Wheel Opening Puller</td>
<td>#18467</td>
<td>7&quot; width with one straight edge and one radius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Wheel Opening Puller</td>
<td>#18468</td>
<td>13&quot; width with two different radius edges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Clamp With Side Pull</td>
<td>#18470</td>
<td>6 ton, wide throat with 3 1/8&quot; grip, 6 1/2&quot; length including side pull bracket.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Model Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Adjuster</td>
<td>#18471</td>
<td>Handy door adjuster tool, 22&quot; overall length with 7&quot; long by 2&quot; wide blade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Metal Bender</td>
<td>#18472</td>
<td>Easily bend sheet metal panels. HD 19&quot; length with 3/16&quot; x 2 1/4&quot; and 1/8&quot; x 2 1/4&quot; openings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPherson Universal Set</td>
<td>#18473</td>
<td>Strut tower attachment for lighter pulls (shown with #18459 Pulling Hook - order separately)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 pc. Aluminum Repair Kit</td>
<td>#18474</td>
<td>11 piece Hammer and Dolly set for aluminum repairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McPherson Universal 15 pc Set</td>
<td>#18476</td>
<td>Set of strut tower attachments for multi-directional, heavy pulls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain Lock</td>
<td>#20061</td>
<td>Used on 3/8&quot; chain as a chain stopper that locks chain tight. Maintains chain tension while adjusting for pulls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauge</td>
<td>#20113</td>
<td>Universal hydraulic pressure gauge. Fits most hydraulic pumps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy Chain</td>
<td>#21009</td>
<td>3/8&quot; Grade 80 carbon steel protectively plated chain. Available in any length.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These tools were carefully selected to let you tackle a variety of collision repairs, especially frame-type vehicles and light trucks. This board is equally useful for the complex and more critical unibody structural pulls. All Wedge Clamp chain is the highest Grade 80 alloy - built to endure the toughest bodyshop conditions. Each item available individually.

**Board Includes:**
1. 13058 Chain and Hook, 10 ft. (3.05 m)
2. 14102 Chain Shackle
3. 14105 Claw Chain Eye Assembly
4. 14108 Cable Sling
5. 14109 Frame Plug with Chain
6. 14110 Double Claw Hook
7. 14112 Sheet Metal Hook, Flat 15 in.
8. 14113 Sheet Metal Hook, Flat 12 in.
9. 18023 Any Angle Puller, 5/8 in.
10. 18078 Narrow Pull Bar, with single Claw Hook

It is important to get the right hold on what you are pulling so your pulls will be safe and will prevent secondary damage. This board contains some of the most versatile pulling clamps available to let you handle a wide range of repairs. Each item available individually.

**Kit Includes:**
1. 14404 McPherson Strut Kit
2. 14411 Nylon Sling
3. 18007 Mini Pull, with Spring
4. 18008 Reversible Mini Pull
5. 18014 Flange Hook
6. 18019 Multi Angle Pull Clamp
7. 18030 H - T Jaws, with Bar
8. 18060 Three Way Pull Clamp
9. 18065 Side Pull Bracket, with Shackle
10. 18085 Large Mouth Clamp
11. 21006 Clevis Slip Hook c/w Pin, 3/8 in. Chain
12. 14118 Tool Board 95500
   24 in. x 48 in. (610 x 1220 mm)

15900 Down Pull Tool Board

Lets you make down pulls anywhere under the vehicle. Use a floor rail configuration that extends under the front area of the vehicle. Works with floor rails spaced at 6 ft (1.83m) - 6 ft 4 in (1.93m) center to center.
Wedge Clamp provides unibody and full frame repair training. Training is insurance company accredited and available to customers and distributors.

Our full frame and unibody courses cover:
- damage diagnosis
- dealing with suspension and mechanical components
- pulling and straightening systems
- anchoring systems/problems
- measuring principles
- pulling techniques
- how to repair specific types of damage
- electronic measuring

Course content may be adapted for specialized training needs.

Training is available on-site or at our facility in British Columbia, Canada.
Our facility is fully equipped with frame and unibody repair equipment, vehicles and audio/visual capabilities. Qualified experts use professional materials to facilitate all training.